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While there has been much work on sound change in production [1-3], there has been less work
on sound change in perception [4-7]. However, understanding the perception of a sound change is
important for bilingual populations, such as heritage speakers (HRs), whose language background
may conspire to protect them from perceiving a sound change in their heritage language [8]. To
investigate the intersection of sound change in perception and language background, the current
study compared Cantonese HRs and homeland speakers’ (HMs) perception of the Cantonese “lazy
consonants”, initial /n/à/l/ and /ŋ/à∅ [9,10]. If language dominance plays a stronger role in
influencing perception than early language acquisition, HRs should still perceive a difference
between the lazy consonants, as the lazy consonants are separate phonemes in the dominant
language (English). On the other hand, if early language acquisition takes precedence, HRs should
not perceive a difference between the lazy consonants, as the merged consonants would have been
present in the input they received as children. Using a lexical decision task (LDT) focussing on
priming between adjacent stimuli [11], the current study observes that neither HRs nor HMs
perceive a difference between the lazy consonants, suggesting that early language acquisition may
play a more important role than language dominance in perception of a sound change .
Although the task was a LDT, the dependent variable was the priming magnitude (PM)
between adjacent members of a pair [15,16], which was then compared across the four stimulus
pair types in the LDT. (i) Target pairs were minimal pairs differing in the initial lazy consonants
(e.g., /nej5/-/lej5/ you-you) and (ii) identity (ID) pairs were identical pair members (e.g., /nej5//nej5/ you-you). Since the PM is the difference in response time between the first and second
members of a pair, a positive PM suggests that priming has occurred as the second member of the
pair was recognized faster than the first. Therefore, comparable PMs for target and ID pairs would
suggest that the two members of a target pair are being perceived as if they were a strict ID pair;
that is, there is evidence for the lazy consonants having merged in perception. To ensure that any
priming observed in the target pairs was not simply due to identical rhymes, but rather due to the
sound change, additional (iii) rhyme pairs (minimal pairs whose onsets were not lazy consonants,
e.g., /min6/-/din6/ noodles-electric) were included. To balance out the set, (iv) unrelated pairs that
did not share an onset or rhyme were created (e.g., /tsha4/-/phun4/ tea-basin). Nonword stimuli
were also created in each condition to make the experiment a LDT.
Preliminary results from 30 HRs and 15 HMs recruited from Vancouver and Toronto are
shown in the plot below. The descriptive results show decreasing PMs from ID (pink), target
(blue), rhyme (green) and unrelated pairs (purple), in that order. In addition, the PM for target pairs
is close to that for ID pairs for both groups, which may be evidence for the sound change in
perception. A closer look at the rhyme pairs for both groups however, reveals similar PMs between
the target and rhyme pairs. As a result, the small difference in PMs between the target and ID pairs
may not be reflective of the consonants having merged in perception; instead any priming in the
target pairs may simply be due to shared rhymes between pair members.
This work has implications for how we
understand the role of linguistic experience in
shaping the phonological lexicon. In particular, the
priming observed for the HRs may have been due to
the fact that their L1 phonology has “fossilized” [8],
allowing them to merge the consonants in perception
even though these sounds are separate phonemes in
their dominant language (English). As such, the
current study finds that early acquisition plays a
more important role than language dominance in
shaping Cantonese sound change in perception.
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